The Dental Bearing
Company

Market position
Supplier of choice
For decades myonic has been the first choice supplier for almost all well-known dental equipment manufacturers.
OEM’s allover the globe trust in the successful collaboration.

Application and Engineering know-how
Born as a dental bearing supplier, myonic has always sought to understand and further develop the most demanding
applications. Only with that approach have ongoing improvements been possible.

Partnership
Trust, openness and striving for joint success have always been our most important values.
We differentiate ourselves by being a partner, not just a supplier.

Manufacturing
As part of MinebeaMitsumi group, myonic brings its background as a leading dental bearing manufacturer to the table.
We (myonic) have the customer relationships, engineering experience and established designs which has come from
years as the market‘s leading dental bearing manufacturer.
As the world’s largest bearing manufacturer, MinebeaMitsumi has the industrial capacity and resources which it can
leverage in combination with myonic’s dental standards to provide large volumes of high quality product at competitive
prices.

Development
Customized requirements
Every dental application has its own challenges. myonic is
specialized in providing solutions for all unique environments.

Broad product spectrum
Within the MinebeaMitsumi group, myonic is a specialist for
customized bearings with low lead times in various production
sizes. At the same time, myonic has access to the resources
of MinebeaMitsumi for solutions to all rotational applications.

Turbine assemblies
Not only is myonic the no. 1 supplier for dental bearings,
but we have added a further capability to our portfolio; we can now
produce balanced turbine assemblies using in house manufactured spindles.

Foundational development
At first glance, dental bearings have not changed a lot over the years.
myonic is constantly testing materials and lubrication to drive research based improvements in bearing fundamentals.

Service
Technical competence
Our sales team has a deep foundational and technical knowledge in bearing technology and manufacturing. This adds
a great deal of value to any customer meeting and helps new project kickoffs gain a running start.

Key account structure
myonic prefers to connect with our business partners on multiple levels. Our customers can co-ordinate
with our engineering teams, logistics and quality departments as much as they feel is necessary.

Logistics and quality
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myonic offers customized logistic methods to serve the unique needs of our customers.
Quality control measures can also be customized by agreement when you have special regulatory
or certification requirements for your end product.

Investigation and consulting
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If our customers face a situation where they
need technical assistance, myonic stands
ready to help investigate the root cause.
With our long established history in the
dental world, we are not only a product
manufacturer, but a technical solution
provider as well.

Testlab
One of myonic’s most important success
factors is a well-equipped testlab. It‘s widely
recognized automated lifetime testing systems,
state of the art analysis tools and expert
personnel who interpret the findings are without equal.
1 Lifetime of air turbines on test benches
2 Solid-borne sound with laser vibrometer
3 Autoclaving
4 Close-up test bench
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MinebeaMitsumi

myonic GmbH

3-9-6 Mita, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 108-8330
Japan

Steinbeisstr. 4, 88299 Leutkirch, Germany

Tel. +81-3-6758-6711
Fax +81-3-6758-6700

info.de@myonic.com
www.myonic.com

Tel. +49 7561 978 0
Fax +49 7561 978 280

www.minebeamitsumi.com

Japan‘s MinebeaMitsumi Inc. is a global market leader in the manufacture of miniature ball bearings and
high-precision components for the telecommunications and aerospace sectors, as well as for the automobile
and electrical industries.
myonic is an independently operating company within the group, but also profits from the good transnational
collaboration inside both the group and the business unit, an amalgamation with three other MinebeaMitsumi companies.
These synergy effects enable us to provide our clients with extraordinary combinations of customized technical and
methodological solutions, not to mention volume production.

